The topic of interpolation between slices has been an intriguing problem for many years, as it offers means to visualize and investigate a three-dimensional object given only by its level sets. A slice consists of multiple non-intersecting simple contours, each defined by a cyclic list of vertices. An interpolation solution matches between a number of such slices (two or more at a time), providing means to create a closed surface connecting these slices, or the equivalent morph from one slice to another.
Introduction

Surface Reconstruction
Reconstruction of a surface, either polyhedral or free-form, from a set of consecutive parallel cross-sections, has many applications and, therefore, attracted a substantial amount of work since the 70's. The input to such a problem is usually a set of slices containing contours that represent some type of data: A general volumetric object scanned at its level sets, geographic height lines, MRI slices, CT scans, and more. The problem can be formally defined thus: Given a set of n consecutive slices {L 0 , L 1 , . . . , L n−1 }, each composed of closed simple contours (that can be nested but otherwise not intersecting), and that are located in the (x, y, z i ) plane for a constant z i , 0 ≤ i ≤ n − 1, construct the boundary surface S of an object O, such that S(x, y, z = z i ) = L i . This problem is ill-posed and underconstrained; therefore, infinite solutions exist (unless we impose some restrictions on the output surface), and one must set up a heuristic in order to constrain the problem to a unique solution. This reconstruction poses some characteristic issues to be dealt with:
• Correspondence: How to match vertices of different slices in order to create a consistent non-self-intersecting mesh. This issue also involves branching ("one-to-many" correspondence) and dealing with geometric dissimilarities.
• Optimality: Creating the best surface, in terms that are subjective, but well-defined for each solution.
• Robustness: Can a method be fully automatic, or should it make prior assumptions on the input slices. In addition, should an algorithm rely on the user for tuning of parameters.
Previous Work
Most of the work done so far on this subject offered solutions for piecewise-linear reconstruction between two adjacent slices. Only a few early works [Bajaj et al. 1996; Barequet and Sharir 1996; Boissonnat 1988 ] offer a solution to the problem in full generality. Recent works [Barequet et al. 2004; Oliva et al. 1996] suggest using a novel type of a polygonal skeleton, called the straight-skeleton (introduced in [Aichholzer et al. 1995] ), in order to solve the problem of reconstructing a surface with multiple contours of arbitrary geometry. The works [Barequet et al. 2004; Yakersberg 2004] base their solutions on this skeleton to create a general algorithm for reconstruction, imposing no constraints on the input. They utilize the straight-skeleton computation algorithm offered by [Felkel and Obdržálek 1998 ]. In [Ju et al. 2005 ], A method is devised for the interpolation of curves using a global volume graph, For which usertuning can produce better results.
A few works deal with the problem of a general reconstruction, incorporating more than two slices at a time. In [Barequet et al. 2000 ], a piecewise-linear solution is offered, considering the slopes of triangles from neighboring layers. The focus of most recent works is on PDE's or level-set solving methods for creating a smooth surface [Chai et al. 1998; Cong and Parvin 2001; Hormann et al. 2003; Nilsson et al. 2005; Wang et al. 2006] , providing means to match contours, or to morph between adjacent curves. In order to create a smooth surface from a given reconstruction, some works utilize mesh smoothing techniques [Wang et al. 2006; Yakersberg 2004] , some works offer to build iso-surfaces, a volumetric representation directly [Cong and Parvin 2001; Nilsson et al. 2005] , or an implicit surface [Akkouche and Galin 2004] . Other works resort to general free-form interpolation techniques, a great deal of which is summarized in the survey [Mann et al. 1992] . Some of these methods (e.g., [Chai et al. 1998; Hormann et al. 2003 ]) offer to output freeform surfaces, yet they use intermediate contours and address a terrain reconstruction, which is a special case of the slice-interpolation problem. We are not aware of any general method that creates an explicit continuous surface locally (e.g. without have to solve a set of global constraints) such as the one presented in this paper.
3 Overview of Our Method
Our Contribution
We use a robust matching technique between vertices of the original contours and intersection vertices of their overlays, based on the computation of straight-skeletons of the cells of the symmetric difference of two consecutive slices at a time (as classified by [Barequet et al. 2004] ). Thus, we inherit the full generality of this work, without intermediate contour interpolation, which introduces linearity, and extra complexity to the sought surface.
This matching yields a graph representing the flow of the surface, from which we extract first-order data and to which we fit a cubic curve network, and then G 1 -continuous surface Gregory patches, comprising the desired surface. We prove that the straight-skeletonbased matching works for any instance of the problem, and thus the algorithm works for any set-up of contours. The acquiring of first-order data requires the incorporation of more than two slices at each vertex, and, thus ,this algorithm produces a smooth surface even when there are abrupt changes between slices.
Properties of The Output Surface
Our algorithm yields a three-dimensional surface which satisfies the following conditions:
• The surface interpolates the vertices of the cross-sections. Therefore, a cross-section of the surface in the appropriate plane is a planar smooth interpolation of the vertices.
• The interpolated surface consists of surface patches, constrained with tangent-plane continuities between neighboring patches, rendering the surface to be (at least) G 1 -continuous, closed non-self-intersecting, 2-manifold (with a proper orientation).
Outline of the Algorithm
The algorithm proceeds with the following steps (exemplified in Figure 2 ) :
1. Reading the sequence of input slices.
2. Computing the overlay of each pair of consecutive slices. The cells of the symmetric difference are identified and their straight-skeletons are computed (Using the algorithm of [Felkel and Obdržálek 1998] ).
3. Based on the structure of the straight skeleton of each cell, the vertices comprising it are matched. This step creates a matching graph (the so-called flow graph), in which all connections (arcs) are between a slice to itself or to its adjacent slices. The matching algorithm is described in Section 4.
4. An orientation is imposed on the surface, considering the flow graph as an underlying mesh to the complete surface (in which faces are not necessarily planar). This procedure is explained in Section 5.
5. First-order quantities (tangent planes, used later for G 1 constraints) of the sought surface are computed from the flow graph at the vertices. This step is described in Section 6.
6. A network of cubic Bézier curves is constructed from the arcs of the flow graph, as shown in Section 7.
7. Gregory surface patches are constructed from the faces of the flow graph, interpolating the curve network. This step completes the algorithm and produces the final surface. The construction is detailed in Section 8.
Creating the Flow Graph
We reduce the problem of constructing a flow graph FL, which is a structure describing a matching between all the vertices in the scene, to creating local two-dimensional matching graphs on the overlay of a pair of consecutive slices, and then lifting these twodimensional graphs to the three-dimensional space, so that the flow graph comprises their union. We now show how to match vertices in an overlay. 
Straight Skeletons
The straight-skeleton is a partition of a simple polygon (Which may contain simple holes), defined by propagating the edges of the polygon inwards at a fixed rate. The vertices slide along the angular bisectors of the edges sharing the vertices, and the skeleton is comprised of the union of their paths. Two major events 1 may occur during the propagation:
• Edge Event. An edge vanishes, and the two bisectors of its endpoints meet.
• Split Event. A reflex vertex runs into an opposite edge. At that point, the polygon splits as well.
The propagation stops when all intermediate polygons vanish (If the polygon is convex, there are no split events, and there is only one intermediate polygon). The straight-skeleton has a few important properties:
• Since every face of the skeleton is swept by a single edge, every face is monotone with respect to its defining edge.
• The complexity of the skeleton is linear in the number of original polygon edges.
• Theoretically, the computation of the skeleton can be done in subquadratic time [Eppstein and Erickson 1998] . In this work, we utilized the intuitive algorithm of [Felkel and Obdržálek 1998 ], whose running time is O(N(r + log N)), Where N is the number of edges and r is the number of reflex (concave) vertices, which is O(N).
Matching Vertices in Active Cells
We consider a pair of slices {L i , L i+1 }, for which the overlay is computed. The active cells of the overlay are the set
, where m is the number of cells in the symmetric difference of L i and L i+1 (see Figure 2 ). In relation to any overlay, and without loss of generality, we denote by L i (resp., L i+1 ) the "lower" (resp., "upper") slice. With that denomination, we distinguish between U \ L cells (cells that are in the "material" zone of the upper slice alone) and similarly L \ U cells. 2
The algorithm proceeds with computing the straight skeletons of all the non-empty active cells (empty active cells are the result of overlapping portions of edges in the overlay), by using the algorithm proposed in [Felkel and Obdržálek 1998 ]. 3 We assume that the active cells are in general position (i.e., there are no degeneracies in the skeleton, which can be regarded as multiple regular events by creating different skeletal nodes with zero-length edges connecting between them, and so no special treatment is needed for them). The matching is then performed on each active cell of the overlay, following the steps of the shrinking process creating the skeleton. The motivation for such a matching is that the straight skeleton serves as an indication of a vertex's proper mates (in the sense of closest neighbors when offsetting inwards) in an active cell, and by following the events of its creation the algorithm matches them naturally. The matching algorithm is as follows:
Output: A local matching represented by an graph M i j defined on the vertices of A i, j .
The Algorithm: A matching is created with every event of the skeleton creation, identified in [Felkel and Obdržálek 1998 ], following these rules:
1. An edge event makes a portion of an active cell edge e vanish. An edge of M i j is created between the two original vertices comprising the portion of e at the point of vanishing. Should an original edge vanish without splitting, the matching edge would be created between the two original endpoints of e. Should several edges vanish at the same point, we match all the vertices of these edges in a Counterclockwise order. Figure 3 exemplifies this case.
2. A split event occurs between a reflex vertex (so denoted in [Felkel and Obdržálek 1998 ]) and a portion of an edge e. An edge of M i j is created between the reflex vertex and the closest neighbor (by Euclidean distance) out of the two concurrent endpoints of that portion of e. The Matching GH is due to an edge event at S 3 , while IB is actually two matching edges: a split event at S 2 (I splitting AB, B being the closest to I), followed by an edge event at S 5 of the edge part IB. KI is due to the event of K splitting AI at S 1 , and KA is due to an edge event at S 4 of the edge part AS 1 (which is a split part of the original AB).
Properties of the Matching
Lemma 4.1. M i j is a connected planar graph.
Proof. This claim is a direct consequence of the fact that the matching algorithm matches only pairs of vertices that meet during the offset process, or vertices and the concurrent endpoints of edges they split. Since the shrinking algorithm always creates nonintersecting intermediate polygons [Felkel and Obdržálek 1998 ], the traces of the movement of vertices along the process do not cross, considering that reflex vertices that split an edge can only be matched to other vertices that meet the same edge in the order of splitting (including original endpoints). Then, since a matching edge in M i j is the union of two traces, all edges are non-crossing, and, therefore, M i j is a planar graph. Assume for contradiction that M i j is not connected, i.e., there is at least one group of polygonal holes which vertices are only matched to other vertices among that group. Since every skeletal node, which is created by an event of the process, creates a matching, the straight skeleton created by the propagation of vertices of this group has to be disconnected from the outer boundary of the active cell, or from the other inner groups. This is impossible since the straight skeleton of any polygon is a single connected graph. Therefore, M i j is connected.
Lemma 4.2. The straight segment that connects two matched vertices p, q does not intersect the boundary of their active cell.
Proof. Assume for contradiction that the segment pt + q(1 −t),t ∈ [0, 1] intersects with (at least) two edges e 1 , e 2 of the boundary of the active cell, coinciding at a concave vertex r. Figure 4(a) for an example).
Theorem 4.1. For any i, j, M i j is non-intersecting (thus, M i j is a planar geometric graph).
Proof. If A i, j is a simple polygon (with no holes), then every matching edge partitions the polygon into two parts. M i j is planar according to Lemma 4.1, which also implies that the graph is planar with all matching edges inside the polygon. Thus, when one matching edge, drawn as a straight-line, partitions the polygon (and does not intersect it, according to Lemma 4.2), there can be no other matching edges from a vertex on one side of the polygon to another in such a partition, since it contradicts the planarity. Therefore, all other matching edges are completely contained in either partition, and can be drawn as straight segments without any intersections of neither matching edges, nor the polygon boundary, and M i j of a simple active cell is a planar geometric graph (Here, all the faces are simple by definition).
If A i, j contains holes, the proof follows a similar pattern. The case of a matching between two vertices of the outer boundary, is identical to the one shown above. We assume for contradiction that two matching edges m pq , m rs cross when they are drawn as straight segments. Without loss of generality, we assume that m pq connects two holes h 1 , h 2 . We extend the line pq on both sides to infinity. r and s are separated by this line (see Figure 4 (b)). By Lemmas 4.1 and 4.2, it is clear that the trace of m rs , constructed by the propagation, should intersect the line pq outside the segment pq, resulting in m rs occluding, without loss of generality, the hole h 1 and the part of then outer boundary directly to its right, as ordered on the line pq, from each other. However, the propagation of the vertices of h 1 and those of the outer boundary in the shrinking process then intersect m rs , contradicting the construction in Lemma 4.1. We conclude that there is no possible trace of matching between r and s, and so m rs cannot exist. Therefore, even if A i, j has holes, no two matching edges drawn as straight segments intersect. Moreover, because M i j is connected, all faces of the straight-segment representation of M i j are simple, since they cannot contain disconnected holes.
Naturally, since active cells are disjoint, and all M i j are contained in their respective active cell, the general two-dimensional matching MG i = 1≤ j≤m M i j of the overlay SD(i) has no crossings (and no intersections as a geometric graph) as well. We will refer to this general graph of the overlay from now on. Proof. In an inward propagation of the edges of such a face F, there are no split events, otherwise the hitting vertex would cause a split event in the original polygon as well, and F would not be a face of MG i . 6 Hence, F shrinks to a single point, which is by definition in the halfplanes defined by all its edges (directed inwards). Therefore, this point, and a small neighborhood around it, are part of the kernel of F, which is thus non-empty.
Lifting Up in Space
We show how to create the complete flow graph FL(V, E) in three dimensions, using all of the graphs MG i :
1. The vertices of FL are created from the original vertices of the contours of all slices, and two new vertices are added per each edge intersection in the overlay, in the respective upper and lower slices. In addition, all original edges of the contours are added as well (parted by intersection nodes).
2. An edge of FL is created per each edge of all MG i . Its connectivity is as follows:
• If an endpoint of an edge is an original vertex in a slice L i , which is not also an intersection vertex, it remains so in FL.
• When an edge of MG i is incident to an intersection vertex in the overlay, corresponding to two vertices (upper and lower), a decision is made as to which of these two it connects. If the edge of MG i lies in a U \ L cell (resp., a L \U cell) of the overlay, we connect it to the lower (resp., upper) FL vertex. Intersection vertices represent places where the surface changes orientation from the viewing direction (the Z axis) (see Figure 5 ). Therefore, this approach allows a gradual change of the surface around these vertices, and prevents foldovers. An intersection point can serve as a meeting point for, the lower slice with the contained upper slice, or vice versa, in which case this matching is cogent as well (see Figures 5(d) and 5(e)).
• A new edge is created between two vertices of FL which correspond to the same intersection vertex in the overlay. Only these types of vertices exist in an empty active cell, making up a trivial match between overlapping segments of the symmetric difference.
• After all of the previous steps, edges that are parallel to other edges in FL (including original contour edges) are cast out.
The resultant flow graph contains three types of edges: Original contour edges, edges between two adjacent slices (which we denote as across-edges), and edges from a slice to itself (denoted as self-edges). The self-edges have two subcategories: Down-selfedges (resp., up-self-edges) are self edges created from a matching in which the endpoints belong to the upper (resp., lower) slice in that overlay. This distinction is important when treating the edges as boundary curves, for then two self-edges between the same endpoints would diverse in this subcategory, and create two different curves. Self edges are common in a substantial area of a slice not shared by its adjacent slice, and so they mark a place where a feature of the surface vanishes in that direction. FL can be oriented to be a non-intersecting mesh, simply because of the non-intersection property of MG i , 0 ≤ i ≤ n − 1, the matching graphs that comprise it.
Surface Orientation
We establish an orientation on the flow graph to form the faces of the surface, that will pose as the surface patches in the interpolation. The orientation is fairly simple, resulting from the layered construction of FL from every MG i . We orient the sets of edges (and faces) between each two slices independently. The final stitching is trivial since the disjoint sets of faces join only along original contours. For such an orientation to take place, we treat each edge as two twin directed half-edges, each of opposite direction and with the same endpoints. Then, we proceed as follows:
1. All faces that correspond to faces of MG i are oriented CCW (resp., CW) if they reside in an L \ U (resp., a U \ L) cell in the corresponding graph MG i .
2. Vertical faces (orthogonal to the XY plane), which translate to segments in the corresponding graph MG i , are oriented according to the affiliation of the segment in two dimensions (U \ L or L \U).
Note that when orienting an overlay, only one half-edge of each original contour edge is oriented, and the other half is oriented in the adjacent overlay (see Figure 6) . Therefore, the orientation of the different layers results in a complete orientation of the flow graph. The oriented graph is now referred to as the structural mesh. This cannot, however, be treated as a regular mesh, since its faces are not necessarily planar, and furthermore, they can be overlapping (because of the inability to distinguish yet between two self-edges of different subcategories and with the same endpoints). A DCEL data structure [de Berg et al. 1997 ] is used in order to represent the orientation.
Extracting First-Order Data
Having the structural mesh of the sought surface, we proceed by extracting first-order data (normal directions) from it, in order to create the appropriate curve network. The unique structure of the input and the flow graph allows the extraction of two linear-independent tangent directions: the flow of the surface between adjacent slices (the "vertical" direction), and the original contours describing the flow in the input slice (the "horizontal" direction). We establish first-order data at the vertices of the mesh in the following manner:
Horizontal Direction
We interpolate all original contours using periodic cubic splines. For this matter, we consider the original vertices as fixed and the created intersection vertices as floating. The spline is created for the fixed points, and then we position the floating vertices on the spline, proportionally to their location on the original edge. Namely, if the original edge AB can be described as At + B(1 − t), t ∈ [0, 1], the cubic spline computed for the edge is C AB (t), and the intersection vertex lies in position t 0 on this edge, its final position would be C AB (t 0 ). This is not always a good practice, since cubic splines are not arclength parameterized, yet complex contours with many vertices produce shorter spline segments to which this positioning applies well. Then, we compute the horizontal direction H for each vertex (fixed or former floating) from the the derivation of C AB (t). Since cubic splines ensure (at least) G 1 continuity, both splines coinciding at each vertex agree with that quantity.
Vertical Direction
We find, by a least-square method, the vertical direction that, along with the horizontal direction, creates the tangent plane that fits best the directions acquired from across-edges and self-edges. For an edge between vertices A and B, where A is the vertex in mentioning, the derived direction is B − A. If the edge is a self-edge on slice L i , we add an element to the Z component which is
for an up-self-edge (resp., down-self-edge). This addition differentiates between the two types of self-edges connecting identical vertices, and so it defeats the foldovers in the surface introduced by self-edges in their straight-line form. Selfedges mark places where the object vanishes, so that its boundary is not connected to the previous or next slice, and therefore, this step ensures the creation of an arc that allows its neighboring patch to vanish smoothly. Given the tangent plane TP(u, v) = Hu + V v for the sought variable V , we compute the deviation error of every direction D from that plane as e( D) =< D, N > 2 , where N is the unit normal to the plane. We seek the minimum the quantity ∑ i e(D i ), 7 thus finding the tangent plane from which the matching edges deviate the least. 8
Creating the Curve Network
Having tangent planes set at each vertex, the underlying curve network for the surface is created. The network is comprised of cubic Bézier curves, which interpolate the vertices and conform to the tangent plane constraints. The original contours have already been set with the cubic splines, and for the other curves we use the projection method detailed in [Shirman and Séquin 1987] to establish the tangent vector of a curve C(t) from endpoint A (at which the tangent vector is sought) with normalN A to B with normalN B : The chord AB (if AB is a self-edge, then with the addition of z diff ) is projected onto the appropriate tangent plane, and the tangent is scaled to the chord's length:
T B is computed in the same manner. Two endpoints and two tangents suffice to establish a cubic bézier curve with {P 0 , P 1 , P 2 , P 3 } as a control polygon, since:
Building Surface Patches
Having the structural mesh and the appropriate curve network, we interpolate them by building surface patches on the faces of the mesh, using the curves as their boundaries. In order for the patches to be G 1 -continuous, along their common boundaries, we have to define their control points accordingly. We treat three types of faces: quadrilaterals, triangular, and k-sided.
Quadrilaterals and Triangular patches
In order to avoid the vertex consistency problem [Mann et al. 1992] we use the interpolation technique presented in [Chiyokura and Kimura 1983] for quadrilateral patches, to create patches with G 1 continuity between them. The triangular Gregory scheme we use is due to [Longhi 1985] . The essence of this method is to establish the tangent plane along every boundary curve C(t), using the derivative of the curve and a vector field D, such that u, v ∈ ℜ, TP(t) = uC ′ (t) + vD(t). D(t) is a linear blend of two vectors D A , D B at the endpoints A, B of the curve, which are uniquely established by the tangent planes at these points. 9 This method sets all the internal points of an either a quadrilateral (cubic) Gregory patch (8 internal points) or a triangular (quadratic) patch (6 internal points).
k-Sided Patches
Some methods, described in the literature to deal with ksided patches, suggest either to cover the surface with a single patch [Loop and DeRose 1989] , or offer subdivision schemes [Chiyokura and Kimura 1983; Levin 1999; Murotani and Sugihara 2002; Overveld and Wyvill 1997] . Since the faces of the underlying mesh have a simple star-shaped embedding (see Section 4), we employ a simple subdivision scheme: we subdivide the patch into convex faces, and then recursively subdivide subpatches by forming a new boundary curve between two vertices of the patch, until all subpatches are either triangular or quadrilateral. The two endpoints chosen in every subdivision are the two nonadjacent closest vertices of that subpatch. In case the two endpoints belong to the same slice, we add the z diff component as explained in Section 6. This subdivision method does not create extra vertices, and so it is appealing. Then, having created quadrilateral and triangular patches, we proceed with the regular interpolation.
Experimental Results
We present results obtained by applying our algorithm to several MRI or CT scanned instances: the steps of the reconstruction of a heart in Figure 8 , and other medical input examples in Figures 9 to 11. The algorithm was also applied to a topographic map (of the Zikhron-Yaakov area in Israel), shown in Figure 12 .
Complexity of the Algorithm
Calculating the symmetric difference of two slices is done by a simple line-sweep algorithm which time complexity is O(n log n + k), where k is the number of intersection points and n is the number of original contour vertices. The value of k can be up to O(n 2 ) in the worst case, but for most practical cases it is O(n). The bottleneck of the algorithm is the straight-skeleton computation. Although theoretically it can be done in subquadratic time [Eppstein and Erickson 1998 ], we utilized the algorithm of [Felkel and Obdržálek 1998 ], whose running time is O (N(r +log N) ) (N = θ (n + k) being the size of the input to the algorithm and r being the number of reflex (concave) vertices, which is O(N)). The matching algorithm requires O(1) steps per edge or split event, and, thus, does not add to the total complexity. Subdividing and calculating the network and control points of patches require additional O(N) time. Therefore, the total worst-case time complexity is O(N 2 ) = O(n 4 ), yet most cases produce subquadratic behavior. The space complexity of the algorithm is O(N), since there are O(N) matching edges (every skeletal edge creates O(1) matches and the total number of faces is O(N) as well). 
Timing Measurements
Conclusions and Future Work
We have shown a method to reconstruct an explicit free-form smooth surface directly from a set of parallel contours, which is robust and creates a visually pleasing result, and is without any need for intermediate contour interpolation. In addition, since the interpolation is independent of the matching, different matching heuristics could benefit from employing this algorithm as well. However, the given G 1 -continuity does not always satisfy needs of smoothness (especially with geometric dissimilarities which create high curvature areas, such as in Figure 7) . By using higher-degree curves and surfaces, one can reconstruct a surface with G 2 -continuity for a better result, albeit further complications. The structure of the flow graph allows further extraction of geometric quantities (e.g., curvature) in a similar manner, avoiding some of the complications introduced in general mesh surface fitting. Also, although this algorithm handles dissimilarity well, it is at its best when the active cells of the overlay are small in area with respect to the original contours, and so it might benefit greatly from preprocessing the input contours with proper transformations. The edges of the map are also interpolated smoothly, and ,therefore, there is no straight "wall" alongside the map.
